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1. Introduction  

1.1 This pre-application statement is submitted by Pegasus Group on behalf of 

Stephen Austen, the site owner. This statement will introduce the site location 

and the proposed development and will then consider the proposal in the context 

of local and national policy, in order to assist Officers’ consideration of the 

proposed development. The following plans and documents should be read 

alongside this statement.  

• Site Location Plan  

• Existing Site Plan  

• Proposed Ground Floor Plan (Including parking and refuse storage)  

• Proposed 1st and 2nd Floor Plan 

• Proposed 3rd Floor Plan  

• Proposed 4th Floor Plan  

• Existing Street Scene 

• Proposed Street Scene 

• Proposed Elevation Plans  

• Proposed Sun sections  

• Proposed 3D view 

• Flood Risk Assessment  
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2. Site Description  

2.1 The application site consists of a 2-storey office building with associated car 

parking to the rear which currently provides 17 spaces.  The development is 

accessed from and fronts onto Guildford Street. Chertsey Station is located 

immediately to the west of the site, and established flatted developments adjoin 

the site to the north east, north and north west. This is depicted on the map 

below.  

2.2  

2.3 The site is located within Chertsey town centre. A variety of facilities and services 

are within an easy walking distance of the site, providing pedestrian access to a 

range of town centre uses including a library, several supermarkets, shops, 

restaurants and offices.  

2.4 The site benefits from excellent public transport services. Chertsey Railway 

Station, which directly adjoins the site, provides regular trains to London 

Waterloo, Weybridge and Reading. The nearest bus stop is found on the corner of 

Guildford Street and Station Road, about 20m from the site, which provides 

regular services to Woking and Addlestone.  

2.5 The site is outside, but immediately adjacent to, the area which was the subject 

of the Chertsey Revitalisation scheme. 

1 Guildford Street 

(existing office use) 

Fox Lane North 

development: Mixed use 3 

4 and 5 storey 

development containing 

93 flats which formed part 

of the Chertsey 

Revitalisation scheme.  

Residential development 

known as Fox Court 
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3. Planning History  

3.1 The following planning applications are recorded on the Council’s planning history 

for the site:  

Ref: RU.07/0624 This was an application to discharge planning obligations 

relating to planning permission RU.90/0850 for the change of use of a public 

house/hotel to office building with associated internal and external alterations. 

This application was permitted in August 2007. This discharged the S106 

requirements relating to the permitted application.  

Ref: RU.04/0959  This was an application to hang a pub-style sign at the front of 

the pub overhanging the street.  Permission was granted only on a temporary 

basis for 5 years and so the permission expired in 2009 and the sign has been 

removed. 

Ref: RU.90/0850 An application was submitted for the change of use of a public 

house/hotel to an office building with associated internal alterations. This was 

granted in July 1991. It is believed that the site has been in office use since this 

date.  Changes permitted under application RU.89/1436, which are primarily 

external, seem to have been effectively combined with this so that the office 

conversion relied on both of the RU.89 and RU.90 planning permissions.  RBC has 

been unable to provide the documentation relating to RU.90/0850 other than the 

decision notice, but our client has been able to trace some drawings belonging to 

this application. 

Ref: RU.89/1436 External alterations.  Permission granted. 

Ref: RU.86/0108. An application was submitted for a three-storey building 

comprising of office accommodation, 4 X 1 bed flats and 22no.parking spaces, 

following demolition of the existing building and others.  The documents relating 

to this application are only available on microfiche.  The correspondence included 

on that microfiche indicates that the applicant was in a cooperative dialogue with 

Runnymede Council in which the Council was actively supportive of the idea of 

demolishing the existing building (1 Guildford Street) together with 3,5,7 and 9 

Guildford Street and replacing them with a mixed commercial/residential 

development.  It appears that the Council’s preference veered in September 1985 

towards demolishing the existing building (1 Guildford Street) together with 3,5,7 

and 9 Guildford Street and replacing them with a hotel.  However, the ultimate 

outcome of this application was that the applicant withdrew it before it was 
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determined because they were unable to persuade the owners of 5,7 and 9 

Guildford Street to sell the freeholds to them.  Numbers 3,5,7 and 9 Guildford 

Street no longer exist and have been replaced by the south western corner of 

Charles House 

Ref: CHE.23840 (1971) External alterations. Permission granted. 

Ref: CHE.1225 (1920) Alterations. Permission granted. 

3.2 The following applications are relevant to the site’s immediate setting:  

Ref: RU.04/1253. An application was approved in December 2004 at Fox Court, 

Fox Lane North, Chertsey, for the erection of a 3-storey building adjacent to the 

application site, to the north west. The scheme has since been built out and is 

shown on the street scene in Appendix 1 (photographs 3a and 3b). This will be 

referred to from now on in this statement as “Fox Court”. 

Ref: RU.02/0804. An application was approved at the land between Guildford 

Street and Fox Lane North which formed part of the Chertsey Revitalisation 

scheme and includes the adjacent buildings to the north and north east, including 

Charles House to the north east and Regency House to the north each of which is 

adjacent to the proposed development. The approved development comprises of 

93 residential units, 925sqm of net retail space including the conversion of 23-27 

Guildford Street to a restaurant with a curved extension, parking, a private raised 

courtyard and public square. This development has since been built out by 

Countryside Properties, and the most relevant parts of it are included in Appendix 

1 (photograph 4 for Charles House and photograph 5 for Regency House).  It has, 

at times, been known as the “Fox Lane North scheme” and as the “Phoenix 

Apartments scheme” and is sometimes referred to as the “Countryside 

Properties” scheme.  It will be referred to from now on in this statement as the 

‘Fox Lane North scheme’. This is also depicted on the map in the previous section 

of this statement.  

Refs: RU.02/0820 RU.02/0821 RU.09/0919 RU.10/0787 This sequence of 

applications relates to the creation of the Chertsey Hand Car Wash immediately 

to the south west of the proposed development and immediately to the south 

east of the listed Chertsey Station building.  The exact origins of the hut the 

business occupies are unclear but at the beginning of this sequence of 

applications, the hut was being used by a cafeteria business called Buffet Carr.  
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RU.02/0820 and RU.02/0821 were related applications which sought permission 

to, respectively, change the use of part of the listed Chertsey Station building and 

make modifications to the listed Chertsey Station building in order that the Buffet 

Carr business could move into the station building.  The owners stated an 

intention to demolish the hut but this was not made a condition of the planning 

permission and it was never demolished.  These applications were granted and 

the Buffet Carr business did move into the station building where a cafeteria run 

by subsequent tenants still operates.  RU.09/0919 was a subsequent application 

to change the use of the hut to become a hand car wash business.  This was 

granted.  RU.10/787 allowed the addition of a splash screen.  The Chertsey Hand 

Car Wash is still operating.  Photographs 7a and 7b show the Chertsey Hand Car 

Wash and the relevant hut. 
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4. Proposal  

4.1 The scheme proposes to demolish the existing office building and erect a multi 

storey residential building to provide 23 flats with associated parking. The 

proposed building is a 3-5 storey development with the ground floor proposed for 

undercroft parking, cycle storage and a bin store. The 2-4 storeys above the 

ground floor will be allocated for residential accommodation.  

Mix  

4.2 The following mix is proposed, which is considered appropriate given the town 

centre location, and the requirement to make efficient use of this sustainable site:  

16 X 1 bed flats  

5 x 2 bed flats  

2 x 3 bed flats  

Total no. flats:  23  

GIA (of accommodation floors including common areas): 1463.14sqm 

NIA (flats only) 1161.93sqm 

4.3 Since the neighbouring, existing developments of Fox Court and Fox Lane North 

between them provide a mix which is heavily skewed towards 2-bed flats (total 

84 2-beds and 31 1-beds between the two developments), the mix of the 

proposed development is considered to improve the balance of flat sizes generally 

available in the area by providing a larger proportion of 1-bed flats.  Indeed, the 

provision locally for single person households is quite poor and this development 

seeks to address this as part of its mix.  

4.4 The sizes of the proposed flats compared to national minimum standards set in 

the National Described Space Standards (NDSS) are as follows: 
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no of bedrooms persons size sqm nat min

1 1 1 26.16 38.00

3 1 1 29.60 38.00

1 1 1 34.71 38.00

1 1 1 35.94 38.00

1 1 1 36.38 38.00

3 1 1 39.59 38.00

3 1 1 40.96 38.00

3 1 1 42.72 38.00

1 2 3 61.83 63.00

1 2 3 66.08 63.00

3 2 3 71.14 63.00

2 3 5 114.40 88.50

23 Total 41  

(NOTE - “nat min” refers to the national minimum recommended size of flats 

assuming a) shower rooms rather than bathrooms and b) required built-in 

storage is added into the figure) 

4.5 It is acknowledged that some of the flats are below the national recommended 

minimum; this applies to only 8 of the 23 proposed units, all but one of which are 

1 bed units. This is considered to be a legitimate trade-off against the benefits of 

providing much needed dwellings in a highly sustainable location. The majority of 

units do comply with the standards, and with 5 units in particular, their sizes 

significantly exceed the minimum standards. The authority will be aware that 

some other planning authorities have been prepared to show flexibility with 

respect to these national guidelines where they have considered it appropriate to 

do so. 

4.6 Additionally, the 2 3-bed flats and one of the 2-bed flats contain 1 optional 

bedroom each which has only obscured/frosted windows.  This room in each flat 

could alternatively be reconfigured as, for instance, a study, changing these units 

from 3 bed 5 person units to 2 bed 4 person, and 2 bed 3 person to 1 bed 2 

person units respectively. In which case the table above would be modified as 

follows: 
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no of bedroomspersons size sqm nat min

1 1 1 26.16 38.00

3 1 1 29.60 38.00

1 1 1 34.71 38.00

1 1 1 35.94 38.00

1 1 1 36.38 38.00

3 1 1 39.59 38.00

3 1 1 40.96 38.00

3 1 1 42.72 38.00

1 1 2 61.83 51.50

1 2 3 66.08 63.00

3 2 3 71.14 63.00

2 2 4 114.40 72.00

23 Total 38  

4.7 This would provide improve the adherence to national guidelines regarding flat 

size at the cost of some loss (3 occupants) of accommodation. 

Design and Scale  

4.8 At the tallest point the building reaches 14.3 meters above street level. As a 

result, it sits approximately one metre higher than the adjacent building on 

Guildford Street (Charles House), enabling it to act as a focal point, as is often 

encouraged with corner sites such as this.  The bulk of the building is however 

reduced through the set back of the upper floor, a technique used successfully on 

the adjacent development at Charles House, and the stepping down of the 

building as it approaches the north western and north eastern boundaries.  Such 

variation in frontage creates visual interest, adds variety to the street scenes and 

enables an appropriate impact in terms of amenity of adjacent properties.  In 

terms of the neighbouring buildings generally, its highest point is 1.74 meters 

lower than Regency House in the Fox Lane North development, which is 

immediately adjacent to the proposed development site.  

Parking  

4.9 The scheme will provide 17 parking spaces to serve the 23 flats, 2 of which will 

be disabled spaces. The parking layout is shown on the ground floor plans, which 

also allow for cycle storage including cycle racks and cycle sheds in the locations 
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shown on the proposed ground floor plan. Pedestrian and vehicle access will be 

gained from Guildford Street, as they are now.  
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5. Assessment Against Planning Policy and Material Considerations  

5.1 The proposal needs to be assessed against relevant policies from the NPPF and 

the development plan for the Borough. The development plan consists of the 

current Runnymede Local Plan (updated 2007). The Council are in the process of 

producing a new Local Plan. Regulation 19 public consultation has recently been 

undertaken on the draft Local Plan, ending in June 2018, but it is yet to be 

submitted to the Secretary of State. As such, only limited weight can be given to 

the emerging plan policies at this stage.  

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)  

5.2 The following sections of the NPPF are considered to be relevant to this 

application.  

5.3 Paragraph 7 establishes that there “are three dimensions to sustainable 

development: economic, social and environmental.” It states that “These 

dimensions give rise to the need for the planning system to perform a number of 

roles”: 

“an economic role – contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive 

economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is available in the right 

places and at the right time to support growth and innovation; and by identifying 

and coordinating development requirements, including the provision of 

infrastructure; 

a social role – supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by providing 

the supply of housing required to meet the needs of present and future 

generations; and by creating a high quality built environment, with accessible 

local services that reflect the community’s needs and support its health, social 

and cultural well-being; and 

an environmental role – contributing to protecting and enhancing our natural, 

built and historic environment; and, as part of this, helping to improve 

biodiversity, use natural resources prudently, minimise waste and pollution, and 

mitigate and adapt to climate change including moving to a low carbon economy” 

(p.2). 

5.4 The proposal contributes significantly to these three elements of sustainable 

development. There will be benefits to the local economy, through resulting 
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employment opportunities in the construction sector, and introducing additional 

residents in a town centre location who will inevitably use local services and 

facilities, with the resulting economic benefits to existing nearby companies.  The 

restaurant and takeaway food businesses within the retail component of the Fox 

Lane North development have struggled to remain viable and the provision of a 

further 23 households residing close to that retail area will help to sustain and 

enliven them. 

5.5 The social role will be fulfilled by the introduction of 23 new flats contributing 

towards the recognised need for housing in the borough. This particular part of 

the centre of Chertsey still remains something of a social backwater in spite of 

the Fox Lane North development and the addition of 23 flats adjacent to the 

station will assist in addressing this.  The design of the proposed development 

has been targeted in such a way as to lift the mood and the visual amenity of the 

area and make the view for passers-by on trains through Chertsey station such 

that they will see the area as somewhere they would aspire to live in.  It cannot 

realistically be said that the current view presented to passers-by on the train line 

achieves this, as can be seen from a number of the photographs in Appendix 1, 

especially photographs 7a, 7b and 8. 

5.6 Environmental benefits would result from the introduction of homes in a 

sustainable location, thereby minimising potential for pollution by limiting private 

vehicle movements, and encouraging use of public transport.  Commuters into 

London living in the proposed development will have no need for cars at all, being 

a few seconds walk from the station and a few minutes walk from all local 

amenities eg shops, leisure centre, parks.  The proposed development will also 

provide two naturally landscaped amenity areas with grass and shrubs/small 

trees where the land in question is currently completely barren and impermeable. 

5.7 When assessing the flood risk of schemes, paragraph 103 of the NPPF states that 

when determining planning applications local planning authorities should ensure 

flood risk is not increased elsewhere and only consider development appropriate 

where informed by a site-specific flood risk assessment.  

5.8 The site has been identified as being partly located in flood zone 1 (south eastern 

part of the site) and partly within flood zone 2 (north western part of the site). In 

accordance with the NPPF, a site-specific Flood Risk Assessment therefore 

accompanies this pre-application statement which shows that the proposed 

development will provide accommodation safe from flood danger and which 
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shows that flood risk elsewhere will not be increased by this development and, 

indeed, will be slightly alleviated by this development’s increased areas of 

permeable surface.  

Development Plan 

Principle of Development 

5.9 As defined on the Council’s adopted proposals map, the site is located within the 

defined town centre of Chertsey. The site is not a listed building, nor in a 

Conservation Area. Policy TC1 encourages residential provision within the town 

centre. There are no policies specifically resisting the loss of office uses within the 

town centre, although the site is an employment site within the town centre as 

shown in the 2016 Employment Land review. This recognises that many office 

buildings within this area have been converted into a residential use.  Given the 

town centre location and excellent access to Chertsey Railway Station and various 

bus services, the principle of residential development is considered to be entirely 

appropriate at the site.  

5.10 The Council produced a Town Centre Masterplan for Chertsey in 2013.  This does 

not form part of the development plan, but is a material consideration in the 

determination of planning application in the town centre. It identifies specific 

design enhancements and development opportunities for future regeneration. The 

proposed development site is found within the Chertsey station car park area 

(also identified in the Chertsey Town Centre Masterplan as the “Chertsey Station 

Gateway”), which is described as a high visibility location which has the potential 

to accommodate new homes, small commercial spaces or a smaller hotel. The 

renovation plans for the station clearly have not been progressed, but this is 

clearly an area which has been identified for redevelopment. In particular, the 

rear of the proposed development site (current car park) was highlighted as being 

suitable for a new station building.  

Loss of an Employment Use  

5.11 It is set out in Local Plan Policy LE4 that permission for the redevelopment of 

existing offices uses to provide business uses will be granted, however this does 

not address or prevent the change of use to residential specifically. In any case it 

is suggested that this could be established under permitted development.   It is 

noted that the principle of the demolition of an existing office building and the 
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erection of a residential building was accepted by officers when granting the 

adjacent development at Fox Court, Fox Court Lane. A residential use on this site 

would be more in keeping with the surrounding development, given the 

previously approved adjacent schemes, than that which is currently in place.  

Given that policy TC1 encourages residential provision within the town centre, 

alongside opportunities provided by permitted development rights, and the local 

context, the loss of the employment use proposed is considered to be acceptable 

in this instance.  

Housing  

5.12 Policy HO9 relates to new housing development. When considering planning 

applications for new development (including conversions and extensions), the 

Council will require a sensitively designed proposal where it:   

• Does not damage the character and amenity of established residential 

areas.  

• Gives consideration to the guidance of townscape character contained in 

BE2 and the objectives of policy TC1 regarding residential development in 

town centres. Policy TC1 encourages residential provision in the town 

centre.  

5.13 Policy BE2 looks to preserve the townscape character including:  

• The existing buildings  

• Street pattern  

• Plot sizes and ratios  

• Building lines and topography  

• Street scene  

• Building height and roof treatment  

• Recreational and amenity open space 

5.14 The site is a town centre location and the character of the immediate surrounding 

area is mixed use. The adjacent developments (Fox Lane North development and 

Fox Court) are high density development (mixed use in the case of Fox Lane 
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North development, residential in the case of Fox Court) which predominantly 

consist of flatted accommodation.  The Fox Lane North scheme contains 93 flats 

and has been built at 3, 4 and 5 storeys across the site and provides a communal 

outdoor amenity space.  The scheme contains 31 1-bed flats and 62 2-bed flats.  

The Fox Court development provides 12 2-bed flats. 

5.15 Fox Court is a 4-storey block of residential development, with undercroft parking 

on the ground floor. This development has extremely limited private amenity 

space, consisting only of small balconies to a small minority (2 of 12) of the flats.  

5.16 The proposed development introduces residential accommodation within a single 

block, with parking at the ground floor, as is already well established in the 

locality.  The overall bulk and height of the proposed scheme reflects that which 

is already found nearby, and whilst slightly higher than Charles House in the 

existing Fox Lane North development, is of a sufficiently similar height to retain 

the established character of development near the station.  It is actually slightly 

lower than the Regency House building, which is also within the existing Fox Lane 

North development, and which is even closer to the station than Charles House. 

In addition, the building frontage of the proposed development will result in a 

similar street scene to that which already exists on Guildford Street. The building 

will therefore sit well in the surrounding townscape in accordance with Policies 

BE2 and HO9 of the Local Plan.  

5.17 Runnymede currently recognises that it has a housing shortfall, although it is not 

specified what this is. The proposed development will therefore help boost a 

recognised need for housing by providing 23 dwellings.  

Design  

5.18 The proposed development reaches a maximum of 5 storeys, however gradually 

steps down to 3 storeys at its north western, northern and north eastern edges, 

creating a staggered effect in the street scene. This ensures that the development 

has visual interest and will not have an overly dominant appearance in the street 

scene, whilst respecting the form, openings and heights of adjacent buildings and 

the associated surrounding residential amenity.  

5.19 The majority of buildings in the vicinity of the site are finished in red brick and 

white or off-white render, generally with each storey being either all brick or all 
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render. The proposed materials for the development of the proposed building 

have been chosen to be in keeping with the locality.  

5.20 It is therefore considered that the design of the proposed scheme would accord 

with saved policy BE2 (Townscape Character) of the Local Plan.  

Affordable Housing  

5.21 Local Plan Policy HO4 (Housing Need) has a requirement that 25% of residential 

units on sites of at least 1ha or providing 25 units or more, should be affordable. 

Given the proposal is for 23 units and the site is less than 1ha, no affordable 

housing will be required in this instance.  

Amenity  

5.22 Relevant policy relating to amenity is covered within Policy HO9 (New housing 

development). This sets out that development should provide daylight and 

sunlight to all habitable rooms and provide adequate privacy for existing and 

proposed properties.  

5.23 All the windows on the south western and south eastern elevations will provide 

full outlook for future residents, which is not overlooked by any adjacent 

buildings. The windows on the north western and north eastern elevations are 

proposed to be obscured to ensure privacy for the existing developments at Fox 

Court, Regency House and the top floor of Charles House (the other floors of 

Charles House having no windows on the elevation facing the proposed 

development).  The exception to this is one small area of partially concealed 

north western elevation of the proposed development which looks out onto an 

internal courtyard and so has been provided with full outlook since it is partially 

hidden behind another part of the development and its distance from 

neighbouring buildings is sufficient to ensure that there is no overlooking. 

5.24 The distance between the proposed development and Fox Court is approximately 

10m at its closest approach.  This distance has been increased on floors 3 and 4 

of the proposed development in order to allow adequate sunlight to reach Fox 

Court. 

5.25 The distance between the proposed development and the facing windows of 

Regency House is slightly greater than 10m at its closest approach.  This distance 
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has been increased on floors 3 and 4 of the proposed development in order to 

allow adequate sunlight to reach Regency House.  

5.26 Charles House and the proposed development will be separated by an alleyway 

with a minimum width of 2.08m which is identical to the width of the alleyway 

which currently separates Charles House and the existing building.  The lowest 3 

floors of Charles House and the lowest 4 floors of the proposed development have 

no unobscured windows facing each other.  The only interaction which requires 

further consideration is that between the 3rd floor of Charles House where a 

penthouse is stepped back substantially from the main south western elevation, 

and the 4th floor of the proposed development where the flats are stepped back 

by 0.5m from the main north eastern elevation.   All windows on this side of the 

proposed development will be obscured to ensure privacy for the residents of the 

top floor of Charles House.  The closest distance between the obscured windows 

of the proposed development and the existing windows of the top floor of Charles 

House will be approximately 6m. 

5.27 Full outlook is provided from the windows on the south eastern elevation of the 

proposed development which face onto Guildford Street with a view towards 2 

and 4-6 Guildford Street (see photograph 6 in Appendix 1).  Overlooking of the 

windows of 2 and 4-6 Guildford Street is not considered to be a problem due to 

the distance across the street and the fact that those buildings are purely 

commercial on both the lower and upper floors.  

5.28 The proposal ensures that the flats benefit from good access to daylight and 

sunlight, with the majority of the flats having a primary outlook to the south west 

and/or the south east. Obscure glazed windows are provided, where appropriate, 

which ensures privacy for residents of the proposed and adjacent residential 

developments. This is demonstrated on an accompanying plan. The plan also 

shows that the 25-degree sunlight test can be substantially met (and met with 

ease in the case of Charles House) and therefore ensures adequate levels of 

sunlight and daylight will be provided to the proposed and neighbouring flats.  

5.29 In terms of amenity space, 36sqm of amenity space is provided as a communal 

amenity area on the ground floor, with grass and shrubs/small trees. A number of 

usable public amenity spaces can be found within close proximity to the 

application site, which provide alternative and additional provision.  Nearby areas 

of public open space include the following:  
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• Gogmore Farm Park- approximately 250m from the site.  

• Free Road Park – approximately 300m from the site.  

• Chertsey Recreation Ground- approximately 280m away from the site.  

5.30 The level of amenity space proposed for the development is not unusual for town 

centre accommodation. For example, planning application 5.30 RU.04/1253 for 

the existing Fox Court development was granted with substantially less amenity 

space than what is proposed for this scheme.  Fox Court’s amenity space was 

merely balcony space on a small minority (2 of 12) of the flats.  Indeed, the 

totality of the amenity space in Fox Court is visible in terms of the balconies 

shown in Photograph 3a in Appendix 1.  The planning officer was content that the 

nearby public open spaces described above obviated the necessity for Fox Court 

to provide any significant amenity space of its own. 

Flooding  

5.31 The Runnymede Council’s Strategic Flood Risk Assessment dated January 2018 

requires for all new developments in flood zone 2 and 3 to include a FRA.  

5.32 The majority of the site is found within flood zone 1 and 2 as shown on the map 

below. The majority of the existing building is found within flood zone 1, with the 

north western part of the site in flood zone 2, where the car park is currently 

located.  

Source: flood-map-for-planning service.gov.uk 

The Site 
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5.33 It is noted that, with the evidence submitted with an adjacent application at Fox 

Court, the applicant commented that although this site was located in flood zone 

2 there had been no evidence of flooding in the last 100 years in this area of 

Chertsey, when referring to historical references.  

5.34 Predicted flood levels based on Environment Agency date show a flood level 

below the level of the car park of the proposed development. 

5.35 The proposed flats will not have any dwellings at ground level which reduces the 

risk to future occupiers. Given that the site is already covered in hardstanding 

(the existing building and car park), the proposed development will not increase 

the risk of flooding further, and the permeable amenity area to be included in the 

proposed development will actually reduce the risk of flooding elsewhere.  

5.36 This statement is accompanied by a flood risk assessment which confirms that:  

• There will be no loss of flood plain storage and no requirement for flood 

storage compensation.  

• Measures for reducing run off will be included in the new development 

proposal based on a sustainable drainage system with the aim of not 

increasing surface water discharge from the site.  

• In accordance with the NPPF, neither an exception test nor a sequential 

test will be required for the proposed development. Please refer to the 

accompanying FRA for a full justification of this.  

Heritage  

5.37 A heritage statement is not required since the existing building is not listed or 

locally listed or in a conservation area.  However, some brief comments on the 

relevant heritage issues are given below. 

5.38 Policy BE10 of the 2007 Local Plan update relates to development affecting the 

setting of listed buildings. This states that the Council will not grant planning 

permission where the development adversely affects the setting of a listed 

building by virtue of its design, scale, proximity or impact on significant views or 

aspects.  

5.39 The site is located within approximately 15m of the Chertsey Railway Station 

building (visible in photographs 7a and 7b below), which is a grade II listed 
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building to the west of the site.  The closest distance between the proposed 

building and the railway station is approximately 15 metres.  However, the 

railway station and the proposed building would not normally be viewed 

significantly within the same street scene as seen from either Fox Lane North or 

Guildford Street. Approximately 70 meters to the north east of the site lie 

numbers 23 and 25 Guildford Street which are also Grade II listed.  Historic 

England identify these as 2 storey timber framed brick 18th Century buildings with 

later alterations. Views of 23 and 25 Guildford Street from the application site are 

completely screened by the more recent development known as Charles House. 

Given that these buildings are completely screened from view it is not considered 

that the setting of these buildings would be compromised by the proposed 

development,.  

5.40 With regard to the impact upon the Chertsey Railway Station building, the 

existing form of development to the north east and east of the railway is largely 

3, 4 and 5 storey modern flatted residential development. The proposed 

development is very similar in this respect, and will therefore have little impact 

on the setting of the listed building given that it accords with the established 

character within which the listed building is found. 

5.41 The Fox Court development (RU.04/1253) (Photographs 3a and 3b) is 12m from 

the listed Chertsey Station building compared with 15m for the proposed 

development, and shares a street scene with the listed building, which the 

proposed development does not.  The conservation officer was consulted and 

raised no objection.  The resulting building is shown in photographs 3a and 3b 

below. 

5.42 The Chertsey Hand Car Wash is 19m from the listed station building.  The 

sequence of planning applications which led to the relevant hut being used in this 

way is laid out in section 3.2 above.  The conservation officer was consulted on 

each of the applications and raised no objection. It is unclear as to why the hut 

was not demolished in accordance with the understanding incorporated in the 

earlier 2 planning applications, but this did not prevent the subsequent planning 

applications from being allowed.  The resulting building is shown in photographs 

7a and 7b. 

5.43 Although the proposed development will not significantly form part of a joint 

street scene together with Chertsey station as viewed from either Guildford Street 

or Fox Lane North, it is considered that its effect on the general surroundings of 
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the station will be highly complementary, uplifting and appropriate.  It is 

instructive to examine the photographs in Appendix 1 of the buildings currently 

surrounding the station, especially the Chertsey Hand Car Wash (Photographs 7a 

and 7b) (Applications RU.02/0820 RU.02/0821 RU.09/0919 RU.10/0787) and the 

commercial buildings near to the station level crossing (Photograph 8) and, to a 

lesser extent, those in the other photographs with the exception of Charles House 

(Photograph 4).  It is suggested that they show that, with the exception of 

Charles House (and the other red bricked parts of the Fox Lane North 

development), the station has not been well served by its surroundings in terms 

of either retained older buildings of limited visual appeal or new buildings whose 

design could have been better/more appropriate.  The Chertsey Revitalisation 

scheme made bold moves to change the look and feel of the relevant part of 

Chertsey with some considerable success.  But it explicitly excluded a thin strip of 

Chertsey town centre encompassing the station, the proposed development site 

and some nearby buildings. The contrast between the look and feel of the 

Chertsey Revitalisation area and the neglected strip by the station is quite striking 

and invites the use of deliberate good design to rectify it. 

5.44 It is noted that the building is not listed or locally listed.  It is believed to have 

been built in approximately 1869-1870 and was known as the Station Hotel. The 

site is also not mentioned in the Council’s Urban Characteristics of Chertsey 

Document which sets out the local character of each urban area.  The building 

has been significantly changed since its construction especially at the point when 

it was converted to offices in approximately 1991-1992 (RU.90/0850 and 

RU.89/1436) e.g.: 

• The chimneys were removed and the roof modified. 

• Many of the windows were substantially altered, especially at the rear 

elevation and the rear part of the side elevation facing the station. 

• Its original 3 storey construction at the rear to accommodate a cellar 50% 

below ground and 50% above ground was abolished to make it purely 2-

storey. 

• One external doorway was removed from the side elevation facing the 

station. 
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• The interior was radically changed to open plan by removal of virtually all 

of the internal walls and by complete replacement of the floor structures, 

floors and ceilings which are now those of a typical office. 

• The eaves, fascias and decorative support brackets under the eaves 

appear not to be original, which is likely explained by reconstruction of the 

roof (including use of mono-pitches and a plastic membrane) at the time 

of the conversion to office use. 

• Early drawings show the south western elevation facing the station to be a 

single straight line from front to rear.  It now has a return which makes 

the building narrower towards the rear. 

 It is therefore considered that the building itself is not of any notable 

significance which would prevent the redevelopment of the site for the 

proposed use.  

Transport and Parking  

5.45 Local Plan policy MV5 sets out that the layout and design of new buildings should 

seek to facilitate convenient bus operation and services where possible.  

5.46 The site benefits from excellent public transport facilities, being located adjacent 

to Chertsey Railway station and within the town centre which provides a regular 

bus service to Woking and Addlestone.  

5.47 The approved development at Fox Lane North which consists of 93 units provided 

72 car parking spaces which equated to a ratio of just over 0.75 spaces per unit.  

5.48 Policy MV9 requires development to comply with the parking standards set out in 

supplementary planning guidance or otherwise adopted in Policy MV10.  

5.49 The parking standards SPD specifies the maximum number of spaces that should 

be provided within the town centre.  1 car parking space should be provided for 1 

and two bed flats. For 3 bed flats 1.5-2 spaces should be provided. In accordance 

with these standards a maximum of 24 car parking spaces should be provided for 

the proposed scheme. Paragraph 1.2 of this guidance highlights that locations 

which are more accessible by public transport, should have reduced car parking 

because alternative means of access are available. This approach is followed for 

the proposed scheme.  
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5.50 The proposed scheme will provide 17 car parking spaces as undercroft parking. 

This would result in 0.73 spaces per unit which is very similar to the Fox Lane 

North development adjacent to the site, and considered entirely appropriate given 

its town centre location and proximity to rail station.  The officer’s report which 

resulted in the approval of the Fox Lane North development (reference 

RU.02/0804) said, on the subject of parking provision, “The parking provision at 

just over 0.75 spaces per dwelling is below the Council’s adopted standard of 1 

space per dwelling however this standard does represent a maximum provision.  

The Committee may, however, feel that given the location of the site alongside 

the railway station, this reduced provision is acceptable.” It may also be 

considered that the Fox Lane North development received approval 16 years ago 

and the emphasis on sustainable travel other than by car has become still more 

important since then. 

5.51  An application (reference RU.15/1663) was additionally permitted at 59-61 

Guildford Street which provided 4 spaces for residents of a total of 8 flats (5 

single bedroom and 3 2–bed) making a ratio of 0.5 car parking spaces per 

dwelling. The Council considered this to be acceptable given the site’s sustainable 

location. Surrey County Highways Authority made the following comments in 

supporting the application, “The CHA considers the site to be relatively 

sustainable in transport terms, with good access to local public transport (buses 

and railways), and a high quality pedestrian and cycle network in close proximity 

to the site.   In addition, the presence of Chertsey town centre nearby, and the 

services provided therein, means that it is not necessary for future occupiers to 

possess and use a motor vehicle.  Therefore, the provision of parking to lower 

than that recommended by the Surrey County Council Parking Guidance is 

acceptable.”  The site in question (59-61 Guildford St also known as Quantum 

House 59 Guildford St) is 230 metres further from Chertsey railway station than 

the proposed development site at 1 Guildford St. 
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6. Conclusion  

6.1 This pre-application statement has set out that the principle of development on 

site is supported by Development Plan policy. The site is situated in a sustainable 

town centre location with excellent access to shops, services and public transport. 

The parking provision on site takes into consideration the sustainable location and 

looks to encourage residents to use alternative modes of transport to the car.  

6.2 It has been established in this statement that the height, bulk and design of the 

development will relate well to the adjacent developments known as the Fox Lane 

North and Fox Court, and be in keeping with the character of the area in 

accordance with the local plan policies identified. The high-density scheme 

optimises the potential use of this sustainable site, in accordance with local and 

national guidance, and will help provide for a recognised need for housing.  

6.3 Relevant heritage assets have been identified, the most notable of which is the 

nearby station building which is a grade II listed building. Given the site is read 

separately from the station building, and similar flatted development is located 

closer to this building, the proposed development is not considered to have any 

considerable impact on this heritage asset.  

6.4 The proposal has been shown to adhere with relevant development plan policy, 

and gains further support from material considerations in the form of the NPPF.  

It is therefore considered that Officers should be able to support the proposed 

scheme, and feedback on the proposed development is welcomed in order to 

prepare for a subsequent application.  
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APPENDIX 1 

 
Photographs of the site and surrounding development  

 

 
Photograph 1: south western, side elevation of 1 Guildford Street, facing the 

station  

 

 

 
Photograph 2: Front elevation of 1 Guildford Street, facing Guildford St 
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Photograph 3a: 4 storey flatted development with undercroft parking at Fox Court 

development): front elevation on Fox Lane North: but not part of “Fox Lane North 

development”  

 

 

 
Photograph 3b: 4 storey flatted development (Fox Court development): rear 

elevation facing the proposed development site 
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Photograph 4: 3/ 4  storey Charles House (part of Fox Lane North development) 

on Guildford Street  

 

 
Photograph 5: 5 storey Regency House (part of Fox Lane North development) 

adjacent to car park of proposed development site, about 1 meter from the site. 
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Photograph 6: 2 and 4-6 Guildford Street immediately south east of the proposed 

development across Guildford Street. 

 

 

 
Photograph 7a : Chertsey hand car wash (view from Guildford Street) immediately 

to the south west of the proposed development and immediately to the south east 

of Chertsey station with Chertsey Station listed building visible to the right. 
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Photograph 7b : Chertsey Hand Car Wash (view from railway side) with Chertsey 

Station listed building visible to the left. 

 

 

 
Photograph 8 : Commercial properties immediately to the south of the proposed 

development bordering the station’s level crossing. 


